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NEW
TOOLING!
1:76 SCALE 
HEINKEL 
TROJAN

UK & EIRE 2 Guineas (2.10) USA $5.00Issue 223

NEWLEVC TX Electric Taxi -
Black
                            SCALE      PRICE
43TX5001   1:43 £11.95

LEVC TX Electric Taxi - Black
Electric vehicles are cementing themselves as the way

forward in this age of environmental awareness,

particularly in the public sector and our newly tooled

Electric Taxi reflects the trend.  The new LEVC TX

purpose built hackney carriage - London taxi to you and

me - has been built by the London EV Company in

Coventry and is a plug-in hybrid designed to comply with

London Transport’s regulations which came into force at

the beginning of this year.  This legislation bans all new

taxis being diesel powered and institutes a zero-emissions

policy.  Production of the new LEVC TX started in 2017

and it is fitted with a 33 kWh lithium ion 400v battery 

to power a 110 kW electric motor.  It drives in full

electric mode all the time but is recharged by an 81 hp

Volvo 1.5 litre turbocharged three-cylinder petrol engine.

The charge connectors are mounted on either side of 

the radiator grille. 

Our detailed model in 1:43 scale is decorated in the

traditional black, registered KF17 CNU.  Bearing the

LEVC insignia across the door, all other external

decoration is finished in silver.  

NEW
Tooling!
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NEW
Tooling!

1:76 SCALE

NEWCombine Harvester - Red
                            SCALE       PRICE
76CHV001   1:76  £15.95

Combine Harvester - Red
Complex detail heralds the newly tooled combine

harvester, making a welcome addition for enthusiasts of

the 1:76 scale Oxford farming series.  The body is bright

red including the rotor, spindles and wheel centres, while

the tiller, steering wheels, drive band, seat and cushions

are all black.  Added detail includes cream wheels to the

front and back, rounded off with silver masked fuel tank.

This is bound to be a favourite amongst agricultural

collectors young and old.  

NEWChurchill Tank - 6th
Guards Brigade 1943
                            SCALE      PRICE
76CHT004   1:76 £12.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Churchill Tank - 6th Guards Brigade 1943
The 6th Guards Tank Brigade was a British Army

armoured brigade during World War II.  It devolved under

military re-organisation to become an independent tank

brigade in 1942 with four battalions from the Coldstream

Guards, Grenadier Guards, Scots Guards and Welsh

Guards.  Together the 6th Guards Brigade served in the

North West Campaign equipped with Churchill Tanks.

Our fourth release on the Churchill Tank Mk III from this

period is as deployed by the Scots Guards and appears in

a dark brown camouflage scheme with grey caterpillar

tracks, cables and suspension springs.  The tools housed

on the top of the tank and the machine guns are also

painted grey.  Military insignia are printed in bright red,

yellow and white on the front, rear and sides of the tank.  
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NEW
Tooling!

1:76 SCALE

NEWPlaxton Panorama - Ribble
                            SCALE       PRICE
76PAN007   1:76  £18.75

Plaxton Panorama - Ribble
The familiar and well-loved cream and maroon livery of

Preston-based Ribble Motor Services is the latest to

appear on our early Plaxton Panorama.  Our 49 seater

coach features a brown red interior and seating with

beige dashboard.  Externally, the bumpers and wheels are

masked silver.  The coach is registered TRN 743 and is off

to Blackpool as the X60.  Another detail shows the Ribble

Motor Services Preston address under General Manager

George Brook printed behind the nearside front wheel

arch.  The large rectangular windows certainly offer a

good view for all passengers along the way.

Morris J Ice Cream Van -
Rossi’s
                               SCALE       PRICE
76MJ003      1:76   £5.45

Ford Transit 
Dropside - Stobart Rail
New tooling introduces a new 1:76 scale Ford Transit

with the familiar sloping front end and extended cab area,

designed with an open dropside type back.  The first

livery on this new truck is as used by Stobart Rail 

Civil Engineering Department, with graphics in red and

blue on a white body.  Other external trim is black,

except for the silver wheel trims.  With black interior, our

model from 2012, is registered VE12 DHL.  It will provide

added interest to any Stobart fleet and in particular your

contemporary 00 gauge railway layout. 

NEWFord Transit Dropside -
Stobart Rail
                            SCALE      PRICE
76TPU001   1:76 £11.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Austin 18 Ambulance - 
RR Works
                               SCALE       PRICE
76AMB001   1:76   £5.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Ford Transit LWB High - 
Coca Cola Xmas
                               SCALE       PRICE
76FT030CC   1:76   £5.45

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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NEW
Tooling!

JCB 3CX (1980s) Backhoe Loader - JCB
New tooling of another piece of heavy machinery for

your 1:76 scale Oxford Construction series dates from

the 1980s this time and replicates the mechanism of

the real thing in fine detail.  The new JCB 3CX

backhoe loader makes its first appearance

as operated by JCB themselves,

decorated in the company’s

signature yellow colour scheme

of the era with black JCB

lettering.  The upper cab is masked

in white and additional colour sees the

front bucket and wheels in bright red.  

1:76 SCALE

Commer Walk Thru - Scottish & Newcastle
Breweries Ltd
For traditional ale enthusiasts, this van is a real

hark back to the past!  Decorated in cream

with red trim and registered 253 TVK, the

latest release of the Commer Walk Thru Van

also features the colourful corporate logos of

three of the most famous Northern and

Scottish independent brewers of the time -

McEwans, Youngers and Newcastle’s Blue Star -

forever associated with its Brown Ale

branding!  Cheers!  

Ford 400E Van - Cargo Grey
Plain and simple in its pale grey colour scheme with

contrasting silver trim, our 1:76 scale Ford 400E

Van makes its latest appearance registered 578

SKN.  The Thames Van as it was also known, played

an invaluable role in its day being the favoured

transport as anything from a small delivery van to a

corporate utility vehicle used by a wide variety of

suppliers and services.  

Ford Transit Mk1 - Castrol
Instantly recognisable, the famous retro green,

red and white Castrol colour scheme looks great

on this period Ford Transit Mk I from 1965.

Registered BSC 502C in that year, the green and

white body carries the Castrol name in red and

the strapline ‘The Masterpiece in Oils’ in white

along the sides.  Black and silver trim, a green

roof and a black interior round off this delightful

little miniature, which was so popular in real life. 

NEWFord Transit Mk1 - Castrol
                            SCALE       PRICE
76FT1008    1:76   £5.45

NEWCommer Walk Thru -
Scottish & Newcastle
                            SCALE      PRICE
76CWT004  1:76  £9.95

NEWJCB 3CX (1980s) - JCB
                            SCALE       PRICE
76JCX001   1:76  £19.95

NEWFord 400E Van - Cargo Grey
                              SCALE       PRICE
76FDE010     1:76   £5.75

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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1:76 SCALE

NEWLand Rover SII SWB - Post
Office Telephones (Yellow)
                                    SCALE     PRICE
76LR2S004      1:76  £5.75

Land Rover 1/2 Ton
Lightweight - Military Police
                                  SCALE       PRICE
76LRL002       1:76   £5.75

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Land Rover Series II Tow
Truck - Bronze Green
                               SCALE       PRICE
76LAN2009  1:76   £5.45

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Bronze Green Land Rover 
Series II - Station Wagon
                               SCALE       PRICE
76LAN2002  1:76   £5.45

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Land Rover Series II LWB Station Wagon - Limestone
The registration plate PPJ 655B dates this latest Series II Land

Rover Station wagon to 1964.  The plain beige colour scheme

shows up every rivet on our long wheelbase model, which is

enhanced with lots of silver and black trim.  As always, the

signature radiator

grille screams out

Land Rover, whose

badge sits on the

rear offside wing. 

Land Rover Series 1 88” Canvas - Marine Blue
Modelled on the early Land Rover, this Series 1 vehicle is so

full of character with its utility colour scheme of muted blue

with canvas top and early front grille configuration.  The only

nod to sophistication is the cream colour of the wheels!

Wonderful in its simplicity, it is registered NGY 327.

Land Rover Series II SWB - Post Office Telephones (Yellow)
Post Office Telephones adopted the new bright yellow ‘safety’

colour in 1968, the year of the G registration plate, and all 

newly painted vehicles appeared in this official colour

scheme with grey-green printing from that date

onwards.  Our Post Office Telephones Land Rover is

registered SYF 4F from 1967/68 and comes with the

signature GPO bronze green interior.  These factors

confirm that in real life, this vehicle had been

repainted to fit in with the new corporate identity.  

The printing on the doors includes the Telephone Manager

details and these too would be phased out from 1973 onwards.

NEWLand Rover Series II LWB
Station Wagon - Limestone
                                    SCALE     PRICE
76LAN2019      1:76  £5.75

NEWLand Rover Series 1 88"
Canvas - Marine Blue
                                    SCALE     PRICE
76LAN188023  1:76  £5.45
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWRolls Royce Phantom V -
Burgundy/Silver Sand
                            SCALE      PRICE
76RRP50021:76  £6.95

Austin Somerset - Black
New tooling fills another gap in Oxford’s 1:76 scale

Austin timeline with the Austin A40 Somerset, 

which in real life was only manufactured between

1952 and 1954.  Produced at the Austin

Longbridge factory, the Austin Somerset

was classed as a medium family car with

four doors. It featured a 1.2 Litre engine 

and came with a 4-speed manual gearbox.

Top speed was 70 mph!  During its short

production lifetime, over 173,000 Austin

Somersets were made, some of which comprised

a modified 2-door convertible. 

We launch the Austin Somerset in an all-over black

colour scheme with contrasting silver trim and a bright

red interior.  It is registered PPO 819.  A detail to note is

the Austin of England

badge proudly displayed on each side of the bonnet.

The Austin Somerset was superseded in 1954 by the

Austin Cambridge, already featured in Oxford’s range.

Rolls-Royce Phantom V - Burgundy/Silver Sand
Already part of Oxford’s 1:43 scale Classic Car series, we

are pleased to introduce the second release in 1:76 scale

in exactly the same detail, including the registration

number 989 EXP.  Elegant in its deep red and silver sand

colour scheme, the interior is tan with parchment

coloured seating.  Note on this model, there are no 

wing mirrors.

Heinkel Trojan - Roman Blue
New tooling brings the three-wheeled Trojan into the

Oxford series, making its debut in pale blue.  

The Heinkel Trojan started life as a microcar designed by

Heinkel Flugzeugwerke of aircraft fame in Germany.  It

was manufactured there between 1956 and 1958

before production was transferred under licence to

Dundalk Engineering Company in Ireland in 1958.

However, the licence was revoked due to poor quality

control.  Trojan Cars Ltd in the UK gained the licence in

1960 to restart production of the car under the Trojan

200 name and manufacture continued until 1966.

NEW
Tooling!

NEWHeinkel Trojan - 
Roman Blue
                            SCALE      PRICE
76HE001     1:76  £5.45

NEWAustin Somerset - Black
                            SCALE       PRICE
76SOM001  1:76   £5.75

1:76 SCALE
NEW
Tooling!
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1:76 SCALE

NEWTriumph Stag - Pimiento
                            SCALE       PRICE
76TS003     1:76   £5.45

Ford Granada Mk I - Astro Silver
For its fifth outing, our four-

door Ford Granada from the

early 1970s is decorated in a

striking silver colour scheme

with black interior.  The exterior

trim is finished in silver with a

black radiator grille and

black wheels.  Our model

is registered NWP 301P

from 1975.

Triumph Stag - Pimiento Red
As the colour suggests, our third release on the

1:76 scale Triumph Stag looks pretty hot in its fiery

red scheme, which is complemented with a

black interior. Produced by the Triumph

Motor Company during the 1970s and

designed by Italian Giovanni Michelotti,

the Stag proved a highly desirable sports

tourer. Fitted with a 3.0 L V8 engine, it was

not just the colour that was hot!  Our example

is registered NDS 858N from 1974/75, the height

of its popularity!

Vauxhall Cresta - Moonlight Blue/
Bermuda Blue
The Vauxhall Cresta was a British stab at

American automobile style in an

age when extravagant colour

schemes, masses of chrome,

white wall tyres and tail fins

were the ‘must haves’ of the

day for extrovert petrol heads.

Our 1:76 scale model has 

appeared with all these attributes, 

so this time it is a more sober two-tone blue

colour scheme for you to add to your late 1950s-early

1960s British classic car line-up.  Registered DSU 418, 

this stylish four-door motor looks good with its chrome

edged wrap around windows, large chromed radiator

grille and silver flash along its length, all reminiscent of an

age of vehicle individuality.   

NEWFord Granada Mk I -
Astro Silver
                            SCALE      PRICE
76FC005     1:76  £5.85

NEWVauxhall Cresta - Moonlight
Blue/Bermuda Blue
                                    SCALE     PRICE
76CRE010        1:76  £5.45

NEWMGBGT - Glacier White
                                   SCALE       PRICE
76MGBGT003  1:76   £5.45

MG BGT - Glacier White
Built by BMC which later became British

Leyland, our model is a replica of the

original MG BGT sports car that

superseded the MGA in 1962 and carried

on in production until the early 1980s.  

The third release is registered NCR 817M from

1973/74 and is painted in a brilliant white colour

scheme, just right for a scorching summer day!

The interior is black while the exterior including

the sporty wheels and characteristic MG

radiator features a wealth of silver trim.
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWScania T Cab Short Curtainside -
Stuart Nicol Transport
                                          SCALE       PRICE
76TCAB010           1:76  £23.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Scania T Cab Short Curtainside - 
Stuart Nicol Transport
There’s a lot going on here decoratively with Stuart Nicol

Transport having pulled out all the stops with their

colourful red, silver and blue Scottish livery.  Oxford’s

new short curtainside trailer looks very bright in the STC

graphics but it is the Scania T Cab that steals the show.

The back of the cab features the Scottish Saltire with the

Scania Vadis crest printed in the centre.  The Scania

bonnet sports a very long horned ‘Muckle Coo’ while a

Scottish piper is in full sway on the doors.  The truck is

registered N111 COL from 1995-1996 and must have

been quite an eye catcher when it first appeared on the

UK’s roads. 

Container - Samskip
Here is a chance to team up our new container release

with a tractor unit of your choice!  The 1:76 scale

container is decorated in the Samskip sharp blue and

white colour scheme with all the international signage

legislation printed on the sides and the back.

Samskip is an international logistics company

which will transport your goods by land, sea, rail

and air and prides itself on doing so within a

cost efficient, reliable and environmentally

friendly manner.  It also specialises in

temperature-controlled logistics worldwide and

has a reputation as being Europe’s largest

multimodal and short sea container operator.

An impressive outfit!  

Scania Crane Lorry - D R Macleod
                            SCALE       PRICE
76SCL001   1:76  £18.75

Land Rover SII LWB Canvas -JCB
                              SCALE       PRICE
76LAN2016  1:76   £5.45

NEWContainer - Samskip
                              SCALE      PRICE
76CONT004  1:76  £8.75
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MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

AMERICAN1:87
SCALE

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

NEW
                                SCALE        PRICE
87BC55005    1:87   £5.95

1955 Buick Century -
Black/White

NEW
                                SCALE        PRICE
87OR50003    1:87   £5.95

1950 Oldsmobile Rocket 88
Coupé - Yellow/Black

                                SCALE        PRICE
87OR50001    1:87   £5.95

1950 Oldsmobile Rocket 88 
Coupé - Chariot Red/Canto Cream

                                SCALE        PRICE
87PB59001    1:87   £5.95

1959 Pontiac Bonneville Coupé -
Canyon Copper Metallic

1955 Buick Century - Black/White
After a New York taxi and a police car, it’s back to a

civilian livery for our latest Buick Century release.  

The black and white colour scheme is complemented

with a cream interior and the usual amount of exterior

chrome, including the elaborate Century lettering scrolled

along the sides.  The two-door car is registered in the

Sunshine State of Florida numbered 3W-3973 in 1955.

1950 Oldsmobile Rocket 88 Coupé - Yellow/Black
Making its third appearance in Oxford’s 1:87 scale

American series,  this 1950s Oldsmobile Rocket 88

Coupé comes from Arkansas - Land of Opportunity,

registered 152 452.  The yellow body is topped with a

black roof and also features the characteristic whitewall

tyres.  Lots of exterior chrome and a black interior

complete this retro motor.

                                SCALE        PRICE
87CI61001     1:87   £5.95

1961 Chevrolet Impala
Convertible - Tuxedo Black/Red

                                SCALE        PRICE
87CSD61001  1:87   £5.95

1961 Cadillac Sedan DeVille -
Topaz Metallic
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AVIATION1:72
SCALE

Henschel 123A Unit 3/SFGr 50, Lt. Hamann
The Henschel Hs 123A was a single seat biplane dive

bomber and close-support attack aircraft which first took

to the skies in 1936 and was flown by the German

Luftwaffe in the Spanish Civil War.  It also briefly saw 

service during the first stages

of World War II.

Lt  Kurt Hamann, the pilot of this

particular example of the

Henschel 123A was not

formerly trained.  He was

the adjutant of the squadron,

essentially an office job, but the pilots

gave him unofficial lessons!  His

comrades were responsible for all the

German graffiti printed on the aircraft, which

are rather tongue in cheek!  All the training

paid off in the end and he became a Luftwaffe

pilot, eventually flying Stukas in the Battle of

France where he was shot down and killed.  

The Oxford replica relives Lt Hamann’s training days

during 1939 and appears in grey, brown and green

camouflage with pale grey and white underside.  The

graffiti are printed in white, including  Lt Hamann Vorsicht

- Lt Hamann Caution (or Look Out!); Gott erhalte uns

den Adjutant - God Save the Adjutant, to name just two!

The model is a departure from serious war planes but

shows a lighter side of both men and machines before the

storm in the days immediately preceding the conflict.

De Havilland
DH104 Devon C1

WB534, RAF
Transport Command

The De Havilland Devon was

a military variant of the De

Havilland Dove, a short-haul airliner

developed in 1946 and one of the

most successful post-war aircraft.

With capacity for 8-11 people,

the aircraft was powered by

two De Havilland Gypsy Queen engines.

The DH 104 C1 military version was

produced especially for the RAF for

transport and communication duties and it is

in this role we see it here. 

Decorated in an attractive white, silver and royal blue

colour scheme to the upper wings and fuselage, the

underside is painted silver.  The clear canopy reveals the

cockpit and instrument panel detail in grey and the

passenger area in light tan.  Even the propeller spinners

are given a royal blue finish.  The RAF markings and WB

534 identity round off a very attractive aircraft.

NEWHenschel 123A Unit 3/
SFGr 50 Lt. Hamann
                   SCALE       PRICE
AC083   1:72  £15.95

NEWDe Havilland DH104 Devon C1
WB534, RAF Transport Command
                                         SCALE      PRICE
72DV005              1:72  £34.95
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1:18 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWMesserschmitt KR200
Convertible - Royal Blue
                               SCALE       PRICE
18MBC006   1:18  £28.95

Heinkel Kabine 
(Left Hand Drive) - Yellow
For the third release on the 1:18th scale Heinkel from

the mid 1950s, we have modelled the German microcar

with a left hand drive and a German number plate SIM TJ

23.  It is decorated in a bright yellow with black roof.  

The interior is moulded in grey with contrasting blue 

and red tartan seating.   

The original Heinkel Kabine which was designed by the

famous German aircraft manufacturers was made with a

steel unit body and the interior was accessed by an

opening front.  Unlike some of its competitors, it had a

four speed gear box plus a reverse gear.  Its top speed

was 56 mph which in those days was probably a bit scary,

considering it was only a three-wheeler!

Messerschmitt KR200 
Convertible - Royal Blue
You’ve seen the Oxford 1:18th scale three-wheel

Messerschmitt KR200 bubble car with both a clear

canopy hard top; and with a ‘soft top’ and here it is once

more as a convertible with black hood in the closed

position with the body painted in a rich royal blue.  It has

a British number plate 672 WMV.  The interior is red and

black with silver controls and steering wheel.  And - we

love the tiny luggage rack on the back!  In real life, the car

was designed to be driven either on the right or the left

of the road without any mechanical modifications, all

down to its tandem seating format.

NEWHeinkel Kabine - Yellow
                            SCALE       PRICE
18HE003     1:18  £28.95
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N SCALE

NEWVolvo FH4 (G) & Curtainside
Trailer - Knowles
                                SCALE        PRICE
NVOL4003    1:148 £13.95

NEWMercedes Actros GSC
Curtainside - Sparks Transport
                                      SCALE        PRICE
NMB006           1:148  £13.95

Land Rover Series 1 Rover -
Fire Brigade
                                    SCALE       PRICE
NLAN188010  1:148  £4.35

Mercedes Actros 
Curtainside - Eddie Stobart
                             SCALE        PRICE
NMB001     1:148  £13.95

Volvo FH4 (G) & Curtainside Trailer - Knowles
This N scale model is also a cross-over from its 1:76

scale counterpart and features all the same detail.  

Registered as AE64 DJJ, the vehicle is decorated in the

familiar orange, white and black corporate Knowles

Transport colour scheme, which still operates from

Wisbech, Cambridgeshire.

Mercedes Actros GSC Curtainside - Sparks Transport
This release in N scale is an exact replica of the model

which already features in the 1:76 scale Oxford 

trucks series.  Wearing the bright green and yellow livery

of the Glastonbury based haulier, it is registered WP14

YKA and will appeal particularly to lorry enthusiasts from

the West Country. 

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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Austin Princess (Late) -
Carlton Grey/Lt Grey
                            SCALE        PRICE
NAP003     1:148  £4.35

Austin Mini - Tartan
Red/Union Jack 
                            SCALE        PRICE
NMN001    1:148  £4.35

N SCALE

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Burlingham Seagull - 
Stratford Blue Motors
The coach company H V Burlingham

was a British business based in

Blackpool, established in 1928.  

A single trader, Herbert Victor

Burlingham had seen an opening

for luxury coach travel to the busy

British seaside town and set about

providing them.  The company was

highly successful and he sold out

to two local businessmen in 1930.

Burllngham traded until 1960 when

it was taken over by London rivals 

Duple Motor Bodies Ltd who manufactured out 

of both Hendon and the original Burlingham premises 

in Blackpool.  Production continued until 1969 when

Duple went into liquidation.  

For the second release on the Seagull, it is decorated as

run by Stratford Blue Motors in Stratford-upon-Avon.  

The rich cream and royal blue colour scheme is

complemented with lots of external chrome and the

Stratford name is printed in gold along the sides.  The

interior is dark blue.  The coach is on its way to Stratford

Races, registered OUE 12, where no doubt there was

much excitement to be had!

Land Rover ½ ton Lightweight - Military Police
Another mirror image of its large scale twin sees only the

second release on the new N scale Land  Rover ½ ton

lightweight, now in Military Police guise. Once again in

black and olive camouflage drab, the Military Police signage

is bright red out of

white on the front 

and conversely on the

Land Rover sides.  

Land Rover Defender - Royal Mail
Royal Mail enthusiasts will have snapped up this

model already as it has appeared in 1:76 scale

previously.  However, always a popular livery, it makes

a welcome return in N scale.  Decorated in the

signature Royal Mail red, our little vehicle has taken

on the role of Post Bus, which is a lifeline in rural

communities.  The long

wheelbase Defender is

registered N949 GSG

from 1995/96. 

NEWLand Rover Lightweight -
Military Police
                            SCALE        PRICE
NLRL002    1:148  £4.35

NEWLand Rover Defender -
Royal Mail
                            SCALE        PRICE
NDEF002    1:148  £4.35

NEWBurlingham Seagull -
Stratford Blue Motors
                            SCALE        PRICE
NSEA002    1:148  £8.75
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1:43 SCALE
NEWAston Martin Vanquish

Coupé - Quantum Silver
                               SCALE       PRICE
43AMV003   1:43  £24.95

NEWAustin Ruby Saloon - 
Dark Green
                               SCALE       PRICE
43RUB003    1:43  £17.95

Aston Martin Vanquish Coupé - Quantum Silver
The third model in Oxford’s 1:43 release programme of

the luxurious high end Aston Martin Vanquish Coupé

appears in a gleaming dark silver finish with contrasting 

black and red interior.  The right hand drive internal

components extend to the RHD windscreen wipers as

well.  Registered VANQUISH, position this elegant colour

scheme between the two previous releases - metallic

green and dark bronze.  What a superb line-up! 

Austin Ruby Saloon - 
Dark Green
The original Austin 7, first introduced in 1922 was classed

as an economy car produced in Great Britain by Austin.

Because of its diminutive size, it was nicknamed the Baby

Austin. Production lasted right up until the beginning of

the War, with various specification upgrades along the

way.  The Austin 7 Ruby was introduced in 1936 when its

restyling included a longer bonnet, cowled radiator,

slightly downswept tail and the spare wheel enclosed by a

metal cover, which also concealed a folding luggage rack.

Over 200,000 Austin Ruby had rolled off the production

line when Austin ceased production in 1939.

Now you can appreciate all this in 1:43 scale miniature as

we introduce the third model in the series, registered

BYV 954, decorated in dark green with black mudguards,

running boards and roof panel.  The curved radiator is

plated in silver on black and a fine detail includes the

beige suitcase perched on the rear luggage rack. Our two-

door model is rounded off with spoked wheels and lots

of silver trim, including door handles, semaphore

indicators and bumpers. 

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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1:43 SCALE

NEWSS Jaguar 2.5 litre
saloon - Gunmetal
                               SCALE       PRICE
43JSS007     1:43  £23.95

NEWRolls Royce Silver Cloud/
Hooper Empress - Black/Silver
                                       SCALE       PRICE
43EMP003         1:43  £24.95

Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud/
Hooper Empress - Black/Silver
The Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud with Hooper Empress body

is a rare piece in real life, with only 20 of this specially

customised version being made.  Manufactured between

1955 and 1958, around 2238 of the standard Silver Cloud

were produced during which time they proved popular

with Royalty and affluent celebrities alike.  For its third

appearance, our select 1:43 scale Hooper Empress

version is decorated in a stunning black and silver colour

scheme with grey seating and tan dashboard. Registered

MBU 400, this classy motor also features the added extra

of silver wing mirrors.

SS Jaguar 
2.5 litre saloon - Gunmetal
William Lyons launched the SS Jaguar 2.5 Litre saloon 

at the Mayfair Hotel in September 1935. It was the first

car from the company to carry the Jaguar name and the

cost was much less than estimated by enthusiasts - 

a mere £395.

Our four-door 1:43 scale miniature of this stately car

makes its 7th Oxford appearance decorated in a dark

grey with superb contrasting red seating and tan interior

trim.  It is registered CDU 604 and additional detail

includes a black roof panel and chrome to bumpers, 

radiator grille and window frames.  Note too, the

authentic spare wheel placed on the nearside between

the front wheel and the passenger door.

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Just Married Mini Car
                            SCALE       PRICE
MIN016      1:43   £7.95
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NEW
SET!

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

NEW MODEL!

OR76DG005 1:76 - £119.95 GWR Dean Goods 2534 with Snow Plough

1:76 SCALE SETS

NEW MODEL!

OR76MW4009  
1:76 - £11.95

Mount Sorrell
Granite 443 Mineral

Wagon 4 plank

NEW5-piece Triumph Set
                            SCALE       PRICE
76SET53     1:76  £28.95

5-piece Triumph Set
What a colourful collection of an iconic

name in British sporting classic motoring!

The line-up here epitomises the key

moments of the Triumph marque.  

Here they are:

76TR6001 Triumph TR6 - Mimosa Yellow
76TR4001 Triumph TR4 - Signal Red

76TP004 Triumph 2500 TC - Tahiti Blue.
76TS001 Triumph Stag - Saffron Yellow
76TR7001 Triumph TR7 - Triton Green

NEW5-piece Austin Set
                            SCALE       PRICE
76SET56     1:76  £28.95

5-piece Austin Set
Austin has been part of the family car scene

since the 1920s and Oxford has brought

together a selection across the years:

76SOM002 Austin Somerset - Buckingham Green
76AUS002 Austin 1300GT - Flame Red
76ALL001 Austin Allegro Estate 1300 - Citron

76ACF002 Austin Cambridge - 
Armadillo Beige/Red

76ASS002 Austin Seven RN Saloon - 
Light Royal Blue/Black. 

NEW
SET!
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